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NEWSLETTER No. 17 – AUTUMN 2017 
 
 
 
 

 
1. From the Chairman 
 
 

Having just held another annual general meeting, we are entering our fifth year 
in good heart.  Minutes have already been circulated and you will see that the 
officers and committee have all been re-elected, with the welcome addition of 
Hannah Kingsbury, who will help with writing up the reports on buildings, as we 
have a backlog.  Thank you to Hannah, in advance, and to the officers and 
committee for their work on our behalf during the year.   
The annual pattern of events continues and the programme for 2018 is taking 
shape.  This time, more people will be involved in organising events.  There is still 
time for your ideas and suggestions.   
You are all urged to book for the forthcoming events, for which the booking 
forms are enclosed.  The November workshop on identifying timber, will be a 
useful and enjoyable day, looking at wood from its source as trees, through the 
processes, to finished parts of buildings, furniture and fittings.  It will be a 
valuable follow-up to the study day on roof structures. 
 The Christmas lunch will be quite special this year, in the medieval setting of 
Askham Hall.  Charles Lowther, the owner, will talk about its history The Hall, built 
in 1375, has a large, defensive south tower, hall and service wing.  Later wings 
and windows modify the building.  We will be greeted by “Maitre de maison”, 
Nico Chieze, formerly of Sharrow Bay and food will be by Chef Richard Swale.  
Christmas is coming! 
 

CVBG has been busily involved with other organisations and their projects.  I 
have represented the group on two projects, the Liverpool University focus 
group, to formulate a website which it is hoped will form a first port of call for 
anyone interested in researching historic buildings (HistBEKE), where I was the 
only person from the voluntary sector,  and Salford University's workshops work 
to update the North West Regional Framework for the Historic Environment.  We 
have put on a display about CVBG in Appleby parish church, as part of the 
Heritage Open Days weekend, and then in Appleby Library, by invitation of the 
Appleby in Westmorland Society.  Some of the annotated photographs we 
produced for the display appear later in the newsletter.  We will continue to be 
involved with buildings in Appleby through the Heritage Action Zone project 
and its leader, Adrian Bamford ■   
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2. Vernacular Buildings of High Newton - a walking tour: 13thJuly, 2017 
 

 

Stuart Harling set the scene in the Village Hall at High Newton over a cup of 

tea, noting that Newton was first mentioned in the Domesday Book, 1086. 

Prior to 1974, Newton was in Upper Allithwaite civil parish, in North Lonsdale 

district within Lancashire. After 1974, South Lakeland District Council within 

Cumbria took over responsibility. The road between Lindale and Newby 

Bridge was turnpiked following the 1818 Act, with a new section of road 

through High Newton. Post for Grange was left by the mail-coach in "Newton 

-in -Cartmel” and addressed as such. 
 

June Hill led us to the first house which we were to visit, THE POST HOUSE.   

June explained that the extension to the right (to the north), looking from the 

front garden, was a nineteenth century addition, with oversailling gables 

and larger windows. Looking at the older 

house, at least 2 window lintels were of 

wood, covered with vertical slates, 

nailed on. Two of the 3 ground floor 

windows had shallow arch lintels, with 

long slate voussoirs, one of which was 

partly concealed by a later outbuilding. 

We were told that the earliest features 

were at the rear of the house (right), and 

we found a west-facing, previously external wall was approximately five feet 

deep. Contained in this wall was an unusual flat arch fireplace, with a 

beehive oven inside on the right.  
 

Moving to the room at the front of the house, we found a tie beam with roll 

moulding similar to a house in Field Broughton and also Cartmel Priory. In the 

southern end of this room, a tie beam of pine had replaced what was 

probably a bressumer beam for a firehood. The floor of black slate was noted. 

Some discussion of the sort of wood used in the house, some oak, but possibly 

some chestnut or elm, in addition. Evidence of re-used timbers, several 

possible halvings, and curved principal rafters upstairs. 
 

One tie beam in the northern end of this room had approximately 12 sawn-

off pegs, evenly spaced, midway between top and bottom of the beam. A 

post supporting this beam also had this feature. Was this a type of warping 

frame, where the warp was arranged prior to weaving? 
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June then led us to NEWTON HALL, a grade II listed house of 2 storeys plus 

attics, and 3 bays. June had given out comprehensive notes on this house. The 

walls were roughcast under a slate roof, with gable stacks. Sash window 

without lugs, to front. Entrance door was central, with pedimented panel, with 

initials and date :- 

Flat arch lintel, with keystone, and voussoirs and jambs, all 

rusticated with V joints. Door made up of 6 decorative fielded 

panels, approached by steps up from iron gate to road. 

June explained that the 1754 date over the front door represents the 

Georgian extension northwards, of an earlier house, which is evident from the 

rear. 

On the west gable is a feature which may represent a former bread oven. To 

the rear, a gabled wing with small-paned fixed glazing, with opening lights. 

To the inside, firstly to the hall and the front door, 

which is again composed of 6 decorative fielded 

panels. The ironwork is probably original, with strap 

hinges, made to avoid the panels, bolts and lock. 

Between the entrance hall and the parlour was a 

wooden partition wall of large fielded panels, made of 

pitch pine, painted to resemble oak. 

Superb staircase, with return stair, 5,2,7 steps up, and 

open well. Turned balusters, 2 per step, with open string 

and carved brackets under treads. Curved handrail, 

curved bottom step with finial (left). Staircase window, 

between floors. 

 

The interior windows to the front were uniform, with sash window to facade, 

all 2 x 9 panels. No lugs, also known as horns, to sashes.  Glass old, possibly 

original, with thick glazing bars.  Architraves with emphasised corners. 

The oldest room was at the rear, now known as the Music Room, open to the 

rafters, tie beam still in position, with empty mortices for floor joists, now 

removed. Trusses with curved principal rafters. 
 

Thanks are due to Stuart and Nigel Mills for keeping everyone to time, and to 

Stuart for arranging the visits and images for the handout, and June for her 

expertise. Both properties show that a front facade even with a datestone is 

not always to be relied upon in interpreting a building ■  

David Shore 
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3. Traditional Farm Buildings of the Westmorland Dales – Robert White 
 

Traditional Farm Buildings make a major contribution to landscape character 
but are also one of the most vulnerable types of historic building. Farming 
practises have changed rapidly over the last 50 years so many farm buildings 
are now redundant and no longer used for their original purpose and have 
therefore been demolished, left to decay or converted to other uses.  Those 
which survive, however, all have stories to tell: they are evidence for how 
farming was practiced in the past, of developing views on agricultural stock 
management, of the evolution of building design and technology and of the 
availability of building materials. They are also readily linked to previous 
generations of owners, occupiers and builders, either through documents but 
sometimes directly through inscriptions and graffiti. In addition, many Traditional 
Farm Buildings are of aesthetic value in their own right through deliberate 
design and craftsmanship, their positioning in the landscape or by acquisition of 
an attractive patina of age.  
 

In the Yorkshire Dales field barns are recognised as one of the special qualities 
of the National Park and indeed have been commented upon by visitors as 
long ago as 1751. Over the last 30 years various survey projects have been 
undertaken to identify and record the wide range of traditional farm buildings 
in the National Park to increase understanding of the farm building resource 
and to help target conservation work.  The most recent project, Every Barn Tells 
a Story, involved working with local people, visitors and businesses to record, 
interpret and share the history and stories of field barns around Muker in Upper 
Swaledale promoting their landscape and economic importance. This project 
has its own web site: everybarn.yorkshiredales.org.uk. 
 

Following the extension of the Yorkshire Dales National Park in 2016, the Friends 
of the Lake District led a successful bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund. The 
Westmorland Dales Hidden Landscape Partnership project aims to unlock and 
reveal the hidden heritage of the Orton Fells and the Upper Lune valley. 
Traditional Farm Buildings are a distinctive but often overlooked feature of this 
landscape and one of the partnership projects aims to involve local people 
and volunteers in the survey and recording of traditional buildings throughout 
the area. It is intended that this will create a portfolio of plans and photographs 
of traditional farm buildings, identify how the farmsteads and farmbuildings of 
this part of Westmorland differ from those of the Yorkshire Dales and identify 
potential candidates for conservation funding. The project concentrates on 
farm buildings rather than farmhouses, but inevitably there is some overlap 
when looking at farmsteads and at buildings which have been recently 
converted to domestic use. 
 

A suite of documents including an Introduction to the project, a Recording 
Form and Notes on how to complete it, and Sources of further information have 
been prepared for the Traditional Farm Building recording project and will 
shortly be available through the Landscape Partnership and a training session  
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was held at Ravenstonedale on 23-24 September.  This course included a 
mixture of talks, guided walk and practical exercises covering such aspects as: 
 

An Introduction to Traditional Farm Buildings – what are they, their 
importance to landscape character, form and function;  
Farmstead types – the shape and layout of farmsteads shows distinct 
regional and sub-regional variation;  
Walling and roofing building materials and styles;  
Documentary sources and how and where to access them;  
Ecological interest;  
The reuse of farm buildings; and  
Levels of survey and how to record them. 
 

(It is planned to repeat this event at another location in the Spring). 
 

Preliminary investigation for the Westmorland Dales Traditional Farm Building 
recording project suggests that, as in other areas of upland England, “linear” 
farmsteads with linked farmhouse and agricultural buildings are the dominant 
form of farmstead although many of these merge into the “loose courtyard” 
type where the main linear range is accompanied by a defined yard with one 
or more detached farm buildings grouped around it.  Farm buildings are, or 
were, more likely to be found within villages and hamlets than in the Yorkshire 
Dales  although there are concentrations of isolated field barns in the more 
upland areas to the east of the project area, particularly in the upper Lune 
Valley around Ravenstonedale, and Lower Mallerstang. Building materials too 
seem more varied, reflecting more diverse sources of stone and better 
transport links.  One particularly unusual, perhaps unique, farm building is a byre 
with a 1720 date which was partly quarried into a rock outcrop at Ashfell Edge. 
This was described in 1894 as being “sufficiently capacious to contain six cows”.  
Later external stone-built parts of the byre have now largely been demolished 
but, although listed, this building clearly fits the Landscape Partnership title - a 
Hidden Landscape.  It is hoped that the Traditional Farm Buildings project will 
identify and record other equally significant and interesting buildings ■ 
 

Anyone wishing to be involved in the survey should contact the Westmorland Dales Landscape 
Partnership at Friends of the Lake District, Murley Moss, Kendal. 01539 720788; info @fld.org.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Former linear farmstead, Maulds Meaburn © Robert White 
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4. Exploration of Dent - 17 August 2017 – June Hill 
 
Members of CVBG were introduced to Dent and its dale, by David Boulton, 
writer, and broadcaster, who lives locally.  He covered a wide range of 
historical background which provided a perfect context for the field visits in 
Dent Heritage Centre and Museum, the town and the dale.  This part of 
Cumbria was in the West Riding of Yorkshire until 1974, and is very different from 
the rest of the county. We had a beautiful sunny day to enjoy the scenery and 
buildings.  The following notes will enable those who were not there to explore 
the area for themselves. 
DENT refers to the dale, twenty miles long with valley floor from half a mile to 
one mile wide.  DENT TOWN is the village.  Dentdale is a recent introduction, not 
used by locals. 
 
DENT TOWN.  400 ft/146 m OD. 
Narrow cobbled streets, once with wooden galleries.  Sun Inn and George and 
Dragon.  Formerly market town with fair on Saturday after Whitsun.  Bellman 
announced news from mounting steps outside George and Dragon.  Women 
sold butter and cheese from barn in yard, on market days.  Hartley Coleridge 
described the busy street - “where cart with cart in cumbrous conflict meets.”  
Craftsmen in 18th and 19th centuries included a wig maker, cooper, tailor 
( Thomas Archer, famous for elaborate waistcoats), 2 shoemakers and smith. 
 
CHURCH OF ST ANDREW. 
First church, probably 12th century. 
Early English (1189 – 1307), blocked north 
door. 
Perpendicular church (15th century). 
End of 18th century, clerestory and tower. 
No chancel arch, but traces on two piers, 
third from west.  Sedgwick remembered 
rood screen and loft, removed 
c.1790.Chancel floor, local Dent marble. 
Late 17th century pews, some box pews, 
with dates and initials of “statesmen” carved or of brass nails.   
Pulpit dated 1614.  Note mouldings. 
 
OLD GRAMMAR SCHOOL, north west of churchyard.  1603 – 1897.  Single room 
to each storey.   
 
ADAM SEDGWICK.  1785 – 1873.  Son of vicar, educated at grammar schools in 
Dent and Sedbergh, then Trinity College Cambridge, where he became 
Woodwardian professor of Geology.   Pioneer of modern geology, naming 
Devonian and Cambrian rocks.  Shap granite memorial stone in street, on way 
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to church.  Tablet in church.  Tomb in trinity College church.  Wrote A Memorial 
of Cowgill Chapel, recounting early memories of Dent, recording decline of 
traditions. 
 
DENT. 

• Roman road from fort at Long Preston, via Horton in Ribblesdale, 
Greastones, Whernside to Dent. 

• Cowgill, Deepdale Beck and Flintergill, with many smaller gills, join the 
River Dee to drain the dale, into the North Sea.   Rise Hill, Whernside and 
Great Coum form the skyline.   

• North west of Dent Town, the valley narrows and is crossed by the Dent 
Fault, where Carboniferous limestone meets Silurian rocks. 

• The landscape is “patterned with walls and dotted with farmhouses...a 
terrestrial paradise.” 

• Population - `1801 – 1773,   1951 – 786,    2011 – 785. 
• Houses - 1778 – 416,      1951 – 257. 
• Many barns were formerly houses.  Farmhouses are whitewashed, with 

porches, and spaced along the slopes above the valley floor.  Very few 
are dated.   

 
HISTORY 
Medieval – the Fitzhughes of 
Ravensworth Castle, near 
Richmond, held the manor.  Farms 
were held by custom or tenant 
right. 
1553, severe outbreak of plague. 
Early seventeenth century, manor 
in Crown hands. 
Then tenants gained rights to 
property.  The age of the 
“statesmen”, independent 
farmers of own land.  Full 

exploitation of resources possible.  
“Dent was then a land of rural 

opulence and glee.”  Sedgwick wrote of orchards and farmhouse interiors with 
long settles and cupboards of carved oak.   
 
By the mid nineteenth century, rural poverty had set in.  Dent did not thrive in 
the Industrial Revolution.  There was depopulation as people left to find work in 
the towns or went overseas to start a new life.  Holdings had become too small 
to prosper.  Farms amalgamated, and sold or mortgaged and former owners 
became tenants.  Some houses were abandoned and became ruins.   
Family names, some from the fourteenth century, include, Capstick, Middleton, 
Sedgwick, Hodgson, Thistlethwaite and Mason. 
 

Combe House, Dent © Kevin Illingworth 

cont’d/... 
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Work was provided by  - 
• Enclosure of commons, in 1859, when 
wallers were needed, and paid 3 
shillings per rood (7 yds.). 
• The Settle to Carlisle Railway (Midland 
Railway), 1869 – 1876.   
Mills for corn, formerly at Deepdale, 
Gawthrop and Rash.  For marble at 
Stone House and for woollens near 
Cowgill.   
As farming declined, rural industry 
emerged for a while. 

 
MARBLE.  Quarrying for the fossil 

limestone known as Dent marble was increased by entrepreneurs, around 1810, 
first by Nixon and Denton, then by Blackmore & Co.  Elaborate hydraulic 
systems were developed to power watermills for cutting and polishing stone, at 
Stone House.  High Mill had a wheel 60 ft in diameter, where stone was cut.  It 
was polished at Low mill.  40 men were employed at one time.  Sand was 
brought by donkeys from Widdale Fell and Whernside, and carts took finished 
stone to Dent station, for distant places, including London. Mills closed c1900, 
when import duty on Italian marble was removed.  The mills were pulled down 
in 1928.  The rest of the 
works was in ruins.   
In 1835, George William 
Armstrong, then a 28 year 
old solicitor, visited Dent 
and was impressed by the 
hydraulic systems at Stone 
House.  He changed 
careers, became an 
inventor and founded 
Armstrong's engineering 
works on Tyneside. 
 
KNITTING. Famed for the 
“terrible knitters of 
Dent”(Southey, The Doctor,).  
Flourished in 18th century and continued into the 20th.  Serviced by hosiers, 
middle men who supplied yarn and bought vast numbers of stockings, gloves 
and caps, for export to London and the continent, though markets in Kendal 
and Kirkby Stephen.  Knitters were male and female, old and young, described 
by Howitt in 1830s as weird wizards ■ 
 

 

The Wool Shop, Doorhead  © Kevin Illingworth 

Stone Close © Kevin Illingworth 
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5. Request from Archaeology student Lucy Godridge 

 

I am researching medieval and post-medieval ritual and apotropaic 

practices in Northumberland, County Durham, Tyne and Wear, Cumberland 

and Westmorland for my undergraduate dissertation in Archaeology at the 

Department of Archaeology, Durham University. This includes, but is not 

limited to: strange deposits such as shoes, cats, bent pins, bent coins or witch 

bottles, in walls, roofs, chimneys, under walls, in wells or in wetland, and 

‘witch-marks’ in buildings. If you are aware of any occurrences of things like 

this, I would be very grateful if you would please email me at:- 

lucy.c.godridge@durham.ac.uk as I would like to discuss this with you and 

carry out research into these instances. 
 

Thank you in advance, Lucy Godridge. 

 

 

 

6. Reminder notice 

 

Please note the changes made recently at the AGM with regard to a 

responsibility change for membership duties. Mike Turner will now be 

responsible for all membership duties, that is new members, renewals and 

receiving subscriptions, if paid by cheque or cash. If you currently pay by 

standing order or direct bank transfer (BACS), please continue via this 

method, a confirmation of renewal will be sent. 

Payment for an event will continue as before direct to Mike Kingsbury.  

 

Also a polite reminder to anyone who may have forgotten; the renewal 

subscription 1st August 2017 – 31st July 2018 is now due, fees remain the same 

as before, £10 individual, £15 for two at the same address and £25 for a 

Group (e.g. Local History Society). This remains excellent value for four very 

informative newsletters and email update newsletters per annum. Plus of 

course ‘extras’, as in the past, a calendar, DVD, and the occasional paper. 

 

Thank you in advance for your patience during the transition period. 
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7. Fifth Annual General Meeting, Naworth Castle & Lanercost, 30th September 

 

 
The splendid great hall (above) at Naworth Castle was the setting for the fifth 
annual general meeting of CVBG.  Thirty five members were treated to tea, 
coffee and biscuits around the long table, in front of a huge log fire.  Our host 
was CVBG Patron, the Hon. Philip Howard.  He gave a detailed introduction to 
the Castle, which is his home, its history and his ancestors, many of whom were 

involved in Border strife and religious 
troubles over the centuries.  The 
Dacres, Multons, Vaux and Howards all 
left their mark on the building from 
1317. Licence to crenellate was 
granted in 1335. 
 

After the AGM, Philip led us on a tour of 
the Castle, into family rooms.  Portraits 
of many forebears prompted stories of 
their often dramatic lives and 
advantageous marriages to heiresses. 
The Library (left) is Philip's particular 

favourite, a two-storey room, which he has refurbished.  The relief overmantel 
panel is by sculptor Boehm (1880 – 86), to a design by Burne-Jones and depicts 
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the Battle of Flodden Field. The dining room, enhanced by painted walls and 
ceiling, in the Arts and Crafts style, by American artists, is light and airy, with 
Gillow chairs around the table.   

 
Upstairs, we explored the Long Gallery (above, right) and rooms leading from it 
with views into the courtyard, before climbing a narrow spiral stair to the study 
and Chapel, the latter decorated with Dacre scallops.  This part of the Castle 
survived the disastrous fire of 1844, enabling the intricately carved wooden 
ceiling of the chapel to be seen (above, left).  It was brought from the now 
ruined Kirkoswald Castle and dates from the fourteenth century.    
In the study, we were shown a genuine priest hole, hidden beneath a trap door 
in the floor.  The extremely narrow stone spiral stair descended steeply into the 
depths.   
 
Members left the Castle for a lunch break and reconvened at Lanercost to 
explore the three separately administered parts of the former Augustinian Priory 
of Mary Magdalene, whose statue remains in a niche, high up in the glorious 
Early English west front of the nave, now serving as the parish church.  The 
transepts, crossing and chancel 
stand roofless, forming an eerie 
silhouette outside the present east 
window of clear glass.  It is in the 
ruined section of the church that 
generations of Dacres and Howards 
are buried, with several elaborate 
tombs open to the elements.   
Most of the fabric of the Priory 
consists of stone from Hadrian's Wall, 
a ready source of quarried and 
dressed masonry. 

 

 
Images © Mike Turner 

 

© Richard Wilson 
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In 1306/7, King Edward 1 and his court lodged at Lanercost, to hold Parliament 
in Carlisle, during the wars with Scotland.  Timber structures were built on what is 
now the area of green, to the north of the drive into the Priory precinct.  The 
king was elderly and ill, - he subsequently died on the salt marsh at Burgh by 
Sands early in 1307.  Two carved stone heads, said to represent Edwards and 
Eleanor, his queen, can be seen on the kneeler, high up on the north-west 
corner of the church.   
 
The west front presents a handsome example of thirteenth century 
architecture.  Stepped lancet windows above a blank arcade are over the 
west entrance.  The doorway is adorned with nail head and dog tooth 
ornamentation.   
 
On entering the church, members looked at the way in which the nave has 
been adapted as the parish church.  The south wall is blank at the lower level, 
where the Priory cloisters are located on the other side.  Windows are higher up.  
A stair in the south west corner leads up to the scriptorium, in the west range. 
In the blocked north doorway, is the cross shaft which once stood on the base 
north west of the church.  It bears an interesting inscription, dated 2014, when, 
we read, King John ruled England, Otto was emperor of Germany, Philip was 
King of France and William king of Scotland.  The dogtooth ornament dates 
from this time, but a later inscription shows that the cross was used to 
commemorate the death of a child in 1657. 

 
Graphic panels in the north aisle tell 
the story of the church.  Textiles and 
stained glass from the Pre-
Raphaelite period decorate the 
church.  George Howard was a 
friend of this group, and engaged 
Salvin and Ferguson in work on the 
building,  Morris and Burne Jones to 
produce the dossal behind the 
altar, and three stained glass 
windows.  The work of these artists 
can be seen also in Brampton and 
at Naworth.   
 

The Priory ruins, (English Heritage), date from c.1169.  The layout of the buildings 
is typical of the order, based on the Cistercian way of life – regular prayer in the 
church, communal meals in the refectory and a dormitory for the monks.  The 
refectory was over the spectacular undercroft forming the south range of the 
cloister.  The laver, for hand washing on the way to meals, can be seen at the 
entrance.  In the undercroft, replica Roman altars are placed, but a genuine 
stone from Hardian's Wall, with an inscription “Cassius Priscus” is built into the 

 
© Richard Wilson 
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south wall of the cloisters.  Masons' marks and a “board game” can be found in 
the undercroft.  The west range, now reduced to ground level, would have 
been where the Chapter House was located, the place where the community 
held daily meetings for business.  Above, was the dormitory, with night stairs 
leading down to the chancel for services.   
 

The Dacre Hall now does duty as the village hall. Sir Thomas Dacre converted 
this part of the Priory into a residence in 1559, after the Dissolution (see glass, 
now in the east window of the church, taken from the Dacre Hall).  They 
inserted a Tudor fireplace and over mantel inscribed “CD [Christopher Dacre] 
1586”.  The earlier (monastic) fireplace in the west wall, once stood in the 
middle of the length, but the room has been subdivided, to provide a stage 
and kitchen for the village hall. 
The roof has impressive cambered tie beams with a dendro date of 1465, but is 
in mid-sixteenth century style.   
The fragmentary wall paintings are reputedly the finest surviving Renaissance 
examples in the north of England.  Although faint, they include pillars and urns, 
angels and heraldic beasts in the design. 
 

CVBG members who attended Naworth were privileged to be shown round the 
castle by our Patron, who gave freely of his time and hospitality, sharing not 
only his home, but his family history ■ - June Hill 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CVBG PATRON 
The Hon. Philip Howard 
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8. Appleby display for Heritage Open Days, 8th – 15th September 
 

The display banners and panels have been at the Cumbria Archives Carlisle, at the 
Cumbria Local History Federation annual convention, and in Appleby Church and 
Library, as well as some of our meetings. The images here show two panels we had on 
show at Appleby and an overview of the whole display. The display had specific A4 
sheets printed to highlight the special buildings around Boroughgate in the town ■ 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 The display at Appleby Library © Roy Hill 
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9. Naworth gallery: a selection of images from our visit 
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TRUSSES, PURLINS & KING POSTS 
Find out more at our Study Day on October 14th 

“Demystifying Roof Structures” 
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